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Onion quiche paula deen

31.12.2006 I thought this recipe was bland, so I played with it a little bit. I replaced leeks for onion (which I just happened to have left over from another dish), added some bacon (again), nutmeg (traditionally for quiche), garlic and cayenne to the mixture and it turned out to be fantastic! Oh, I
also topped the quiche with a little thinly sliced tomato before baking. 13.05.2007 This was a very good, very simple, very fast quiche that could be easily adjusted. I pretty much made how is, unless I used half - half instead of cream, and on the recommendation of another member I have
added another egg. I forgot to get Swiss in the store, so I used 1/4 c. cheddar &amp; 1/4 c. Parmesan. NOTE: If you use a deep plate cake crust, this quiche will not be enough to fill the crust. 25.06.2009 Simple and tasty. The first time I did it, I thought it was a little tight, so the next time I
put in 1/2 tsp baking powder and it came out beautifully. Vidalia onions were perfect and herbs de Province made it even better. 29.01.2008 I didn't expect much from this recipe, but I happened to have most of the ingredients at hand and wanted to use them. I was pleasantly surprised that
this was fantastic! Based on the other reviews, I used the equivalent of 4 eggs (actually 1 cup of Better N eggs to lower fat content) and 3/4 cup reduced fat Swiss cheese. I also cooked 5 strips of Morningstar 'Fakin' Bacon' and crumbled that and sprinkled it on the onions I layered in a
whole wheat frozen crust (pre-baked for 10 minutes at 450, since I like a crisp crust). Then I poured the egg and cheese mixture over the onions and bacon and baked the whole thing until the top was lightly browned. It turned out to be delicious such a versatile recipe. You could add almost
any kind of meat or even use fake meat, as I did. I think it wouldn't be nearly as good with just the onions and cheese, but would be more like an omelette in a crust. The spice of the bacon really made it special. And it's so simple that I always thought Quiche was difficult, but I whipped it up
in just a few minutes! Definitely a keeper. 02/04/2011 I never liked to quiche until I tried this. You can make it as it is or any kind of vegetables that you like to join it and it comes great! Just remember to pre-cook cake bowl for 10 minutes if you want a crispy crust. 24.08.2003 Simple old
onion quiche. Maybe this would be a 5-star recipe if I saw it with fresh strawberries Payaya or Mango. I don't have Vidalia onions in the season that could have been a treat. I do it again if I want to use up onions and eggs. 04/10/2007 This recipe is great. Everyone who tried loved it loved it.
I've done it twice and I think you need 4 eggs. I think it depends on the pie crust you use. I also used 1/2 cup of cheese. Definitely a keeper! 16.03.2005 This turned out to be fantastic! I used the no-roll Pie Crust I recipe and was impressed by both. Minor changes: I added a clove of garlic
while cooking the onions (didn't need TB of butter to sow them only a small amount of non-fat cooking spray). Also added a small amount of chopped coriander to the eggs. Finally I have Munster cheese instead of Swiss närduz and it was y-u-m-m-y! 20.01.2011 Never made a quiche, but



this proved great. It's so quick and easy that I'm sure I'll make it again soon. You should add some salt, pepper or other seasoning to the egg mixture to bring the flavor. I have a few additions and substitutions based on what I had at hand. This recipe is suitable for this. Instead of heavy
cream, I used some cans of evaporated milk, and added a fourth egg, as others have suggested. For seasoning, I mixed in a tablespoon of onion soup with the eggs. I used a mixture of cheddar and Monterey Jack cheese because I didn't have a Swiss. The texture was on site and it got a
thumbs up from my husband. 24.10.2011 Followed recipe exactly very easy and fast quiche. The finished quiche is simply bland and quite dense. Good quick recipe, but not something I'll do again. Claire Baggett maria TheBritishBaker Freesia ONIOND amandak23k Tradbird Res01 Adeline
Pierre Mary Birkbeck Homan rena flowers shnnn_stwrt Kim TheBritishBaker Michelle SFgamer_Gma bill BigShotsMom Celeste Thompson MelissaP Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! February 12, 2014 2 min read It's a nation of second chances, y'all.
After some heat, Paula Deen comes back into the kitchen. And private equity firm Najafi Companies is betting that Deen's doomed brand -- which was radically tarnished by her racist remarks last summer -- still has legs. The Arizona-based company has announced an investment of about
75 to 100 million U.S. dollars in the recently formed Paula Deen Ventures, with the intention that Deen will move away from pure licensing agreements and instead pursue partnerships in which it hopes to take on more ownership, the Wall Street Journal reports. Related: How A&amp;E
Ducked the Duck Dynasty Controversy Deen has tapped food industry veteran Steven Nanula to serve as her new company's chief executive. He declined to name potential partners, but told the Journal that Deen was in talks with several television stations and retail chains, with a host of
other potential deals on their plates. Once revered for her grandmotherly disposition, southern-style recipes and affinity for eating whole butter sticks, Deen's career weakened off the course when she admitted to using the N-word and longed to plan a southern plantation wedding with an all-
black male waiting. Related: Lessons from Paula Deen: How What You Say Can Damage Your Brand The Statements Emerged During a Lawsuit Filed by a Former Employee That Racial and Sexual Discrimination, Discrimination, was eventually dismissed. Deen's career, however, would
be forever marked. While the majority of its corporate partners, including the Food Network, Walmart, Target and Home Depot, promptly dropped Deen's programs and products, a small but rabid fan base emerged as tickets for Deen's Caribbean cruise and book sales for their latest recipe
-- called the New Testament -- skyrocketed. Deen told the Journal that she is clinging to the hundreds of thousands of people who signed up to the Facebook page 'We Support Paula Deen' and noted that her magazine subscriptions have increased by more than 40 percent in the past year.
In addition, it maintains fruitful business relationships with Meyer Foods, Universal Furniture and Springer Mountain Chickens. Related: Ladurée's Sweet Ascent: How a Fad Food Is Spawning an International Empire John Kernick Active Time: 45 minutes Baking time: 45 minutes per batch
Total time: 1 hour 30 minutes plus cooling power: 3 dozen biscuits 1 c. butter (2 sticks), softens 1 tsp vanilla extract 1 c. Confectionery sugar 1 3/4 c. All-purpose flour 1 c. Pecans, finely chopped 1. Oven on 275°F. In a large bowl, beat with a blender on medium edge, butter, vanilla and 1/2
cup sugar until smooth, occasionally scrape bowl with rubber spatula. Reduce the speed to low; Gradually beat in flour, only until mixed, occasionally scratch bowl. Stir with spoon, in pecans. 3. With floured hands, molddough by level measure tablespoons in about 2 of 1/2 crescent moons.
Place crescent moons, 2 inches apart, on 2 ungreased large cookie leaves. 4. Place cookie sheets on 2 oven shelves. For about 45 minutes or until the edges are lightly browned, the biscuit leaves rotate between the top and bottom shelves halfway to the boil. With metal spatula, transfer
cookies set to wire frame over waxed paper. Sprinkle the remaining confectionery sugar immediately through sieve over biscuits to coat them well. Cool completely, about 30 minutes. 5. Store biscuits in tightly sealed containers, with waxed paper between layers, at room temperature, for up
to 2 weeks or in the freezer for up to 3 months. Nutritional information (each cookie): Approx. 105 calories, 1 g protein, 8 g carbohydrates, 8 g total fat (4 g saturated), 1 g fiber, 15 mg cholesterol, 55 mg sodium. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page
to allow users to provide their e-mail addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io Skip to main contentRD.COMWhat's for dessert? Try this spin on banana cream cake by TV chef, Paula Deen. [Quicklook Recipe min cook_time= serves=8 details= ]
[Ingredients list title=Ingredients serving_size=] [Ingredients-left]2-3 ripe bananas 1 8 oz package cream cheese 1 15oz container ricotta cheese 1/2 cup sugar 1/2 tsp vanilla 3/4 cup cocoa powder[/ingredients-left] cocoa powder[/ingredients-left] (1 cup vol each) 4-inch diameter mini-pie
crusts (Graham Cracker or Shortbread) whipped cream Dried banana chips, Shredded white chocolate, shaved (optional for garnish)[/ingredients-right] [/ingredients-list][step-list-wrapper title=How to make it time=2 hours, 10 minutes] [step-item number=1 image_url= title= ]Combine
bananas, cream cheese, ricotta, sugar and vanilla well in a blender. Slowly beat in cocoa powder to avoid dry pockets. Pour into bowls and cool for at least 2 hours. Top with whipped cream and banana chips. Optional: Top with shaved white chocolate. [/step-item] [/step-list-wrapper]
Serving: Instead of mini crusts, you can serve in a martini or other cocktail glass. Originally published: 09 January 2008Originally published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the BEST stories, advice &amp; jokes! Skip the main contentRD.COMSkip the standard salad and serve this fresh asparagus
dish from TV chef Paula Deen. [Ingredients list title=Ingredients serving_size=] [Ingredients-left]1 bunch asparagus, trimmed and cooked, or 1 1/2 15-ounce cans whole green asparagus spears 1/2 teaspoon dried tarragon leaves Black Pepper 1/2 teaspoon garlic salt A 0.7-ounce pack
Italian salad dressing mix, Prepared according to package directions 1/4 cup tarragon vinegar[/ingredients-left][/ingredients list][Step-list-wrapper title=How to make it time=] Sprinkle each layer with some crumbled tarragon, pepper to taste and garlic salt. Pour the salad dressing and vinegar
over the asparagus, cover and leave to stand at room temperature overnight. Serve, cool until well cooled. Serve the asparagus on lettuce leaves, topped with a dollop mayonnaise seasoned with a little of the dressing. [/step-list-wrapper] Originally published: January 9, 2009Originally
published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the BEST stories, advice &amp; jokes! Jokes!
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